1818 James Lawson Drummond MD, attending physician at the Fever Hospital and medical attendant to its dispensary since 1814 (the year he obtained his Edinburgh MD for a thesis "De Oculi Anatomia Comparativa"9) wrote to the joint boards offering to start lectures without salary in anatomy and physiology10. A chair in "anatomy and medical physiology" was created almost immediately (after Drummond had withdrawn his offer) with a salary of £50 p.a.11, and on 15 December he was unanimously elected in preference to the only other candirate, Mr. John Sewell12. There being no faculty of medicine Drummond's chair was in the faculty of arts, and from 1 November 1819 he taught "a very wide field of natural history and a good deal of natural theology: there is scarcely a fact in Paley's Natural Theology that is not explained and illustrated . . . [also] a little human dissection"13 to classes varying from five (in 1822-23)14 to 26 (in 1828-29) 15 , some preparing for the presbyterian ministry-for which "I think [the classes] must be of great importance"-but also "to a number of medical men, apothecaries, apprentices and others"13. Accommodation was cramped: Drummond shared a room in rotation with four other teachers, had no dissection room and only a small communal museum, and made his preparations in the porter's lodge after moving bedsteads for boarding pupils to the white linen hall16.
Withdrawal in 1816 of the £1,500 p.a. government grant because of seditious toasts drunk at a St. Patrick's day dinner in Gillet's Hotel at which three visitors, two managers, and two masters were present, postponed immediate moves towards creation of the medical faculty: no new initiative was taken until 1826 (when the grant was expected to be renewed) although the resourceful Drummond extended his science-based lectures to include (from 6 March 1822) a popular course in botany at which as many as 50 students attended, paying 10/-each17, and arranged for William Knight, professor of natural philosophy, to give evening courses in the "elements of chemical science"18.
The Hospital The News-Letter for 6-10 April 1792 carried a notice for a public dispensary, to include a "humane society", for the relief of the "sick poor of all descriptions whether strangers or natives", the Belfast Charitable Society's poorhouse (founded in 1776) designed to hold fifty paupers and ten destitute sick being inadequate for the medical needs of the rapidly growing community19, 20. Resolutions passed on 19 April by the founders consequent on the issue of the general prospectus of 13 April, included "a scheme for the relief of sick poor of all descriptions; a scheme for the promoting of the practice of inoculation; a scheme for the recovery of persons drowned and apparently dead [this was the "humane society" part and reflects the interest of the guiding spirit, James McDonnell, whose thesis *** One such student was Gavan Duffy who enrolled in the department of logic and belleslettres for the 1841-2 session7. The 80 enrolments were: mathematics, 18; logic, 24; moral philosophy, 14; and divinity, 24, all listed under the "Associated Synod of Seceders of Ulster". There were none listed under the Synod of Ulster (SCH 524/7B/13/41).
for the Edinburgh MD was entitled "On the Drowned"]; and a scheme for the relief of lying-in-women"21. Office-bearers were elected (on 16 May) and during the next 19 months 733 patients were treated. After a period of "total want of interest" the growing prevalence of fever stirred public apathy, a subscription list was opened, the dispensary moved from the Society's poorhouse to a rented house in Factory Row (now Berry Street), and in April 1797 the hospital opened with six beds, a nurse, and a fund of £58. In October 1799 it moved to three houses in West Street on a lease to expire in 1810. By act of parliament of 180722 grand juries were empowered to give limited aid to "fever hospitals" (£100 at each assize) and expansion, security, and larger premises were assured. In 1810 land was leased in Frederick Street from Lord Donegall, and the foundation stone (including various articles emblematic of the times) of a new 100-bed hospital to Lanyon's design was laid on 5 June 1815. A general dispensary was associated with the hospital, the town being divided into six districts each with a medical attendant, serving gratuitously, who saw "sick-poor" in the area "considered and recommended by any [hospital] subscriber as objects requiring aid from the dispensary"23. The hospital staff were appointed annually and were ordinarily drawn from the dispensary physicians. Over the first few years an annual average of up to some 1,200 patients were admitted and 10,000 prescriptions issued24.
The foundation stone was engraved with an inscription in latin which started "Hoc Nosocomium aegrotis et arti medicae sacrum . . ." ("This hospital dedicated to the sick and to the art of medicine . . .")25: the sponsors intended that medicine should be taught as well as patients treated, an objective missing from the 1792 prospectus. This was made explicit in a report by an audit sub-committee of Robert Tennant and Robert McGee of 25 August 1817: ". . . the Physicians and Surgeons of Belfast should be invited to place their pupils [in the hospital] to acquire experience of observing its practice; and in the course of a few years it might become a school of Physic and Surgery of no trifling importance to the young medical students of this neighbourhood and the Province of Ulster .". ."26. The staff agreed, pressed the committee for a decision but not until 16 January 1820 did the committee resolve: "first . . . that it is safe and proper to admit pupils into this hospital; and secondly, that each of the Medical Attendants may introduce one pupil approved by the Committee, to see hiis practice, and to act as clerk or dresser . . . thirdly, the pupil so admitted is prohibited from visiting the patients of any other Physician or Surgeon without his permission . "26. In 1821 a Mr. William Bingham walked the wards as the first registered student27. He was the first of the many: annual enrolments soon reached "eight or ten", stood at 28 in surgery by 183628, and by 1850 over 400 students had attended each (from 1824)29 paying one guinea annually raised (from 1836) to three guineas, and the survivors of death or disinterest sought licenses in Dublin, London, Glasgow or Edinburgh.
THE FOUNDATION OF THE MEDICAL SCHOOL Initial Steps, 1826-1829
By the early 1820s the first steps (registered pupils in the hospital; a professor of anatomy and physiology at Inst) had been taken to implement the teaching objectives of both hospital and college: what was now required was (i) a course of clinical lectures, (ii) organised bedside teaching, (iii) collaboration, then rationalisation, between hospital and college wi':h agreed machinery of joint control, leading to (iv) the establishment of chairs in clinical subjects with associated clinical facilities and a medical faculty to organise and run an approved curriculum with an end-course general medical certificate recognised for their examinations by the major licensing bodies. These aims required adequate funding, a supply of pupils, and political will of hospital and college: the first was denied to both Inst and the hospital; the second was not then assured Drummond and the hospital having less than 10 students15' 28; and the third was not present to the extent of compromising certain self-interests as we shall see. The result was delay: only in 1826, with the restoration of the Inst grant assured, were the first steps taken.
On 1 November 1826 Drummond wrote to the joint boards of Inst and the committee of the hospital proposing collaboration in creating a "preparatory [non-degree awarding] school of medicine and surgery, useful and important to the medical youth of Ulster"30. The letter continued:
"After Anatomy, the next great objects of medical education are Chemistry and Materia Medica . . . [ and then] it is of early importance to the student to have an opportunity of observing disease in its various aspects. . . . I would therefore suggest the utility of a ward in the hospital being appropriated to the reception of a certain number of patients, to be placed under the care This initiative was carefully timed. From the arrival of the first hospital pupil in 1821 the staff were keen to increase the student numbers and develop teaching: students were "very useful to the surgeons as dressers" and the staff hoped that they "will particularly increase, and the Hospital and Dispensary mnay become the foundation of a School of Physic"32. Drummond also knew that the Commissioners-who took evidence on Inst at the Royal Hotel, Belfast, mainly during October 1825-would probably recommend restoring the government grant (discontinued since 1816) as indeed they did three months later on 28 January 182733. Furthermore, comprehensive provincial schools of medicine outside the universities were being founded in Britain to supply courses for the curriculum of the Society of Apothecaries subsequent on the Act of 181534. Hospital and college were increasingly turning their attentions towards a Belfast medical school: Drummond was merely catching the tide.
Drummond's letter was noted by the joint boards on 7 November and considered on 12 December 182635; it was not discussed by the medical staff of the hospital until 24 December36. The joint boards were uncritically enthusiastic: members would "use every action in their power to carry his ' [Drummond's] views into effect"35. The hospital staff, however, flatly rejected the proposals: they "very properly and on very adequate grounds took objection to the plan ... but at the same time stated that . . . clinical lectures in the hospital . . . might be undertaken by one or more of the Medical Attendants, in their respeclive departments, without being liable to the objections to which they referred"37. These "objections" were very real to the staff and were spelt out in their report (18 February 1827) to the committee of managment who in turn (4 March) referred it with their full support to the joint boards of Inst.36
The staff's objections were threefold: first, they were accountable to the hospital committee and "it is doubtful how far the hospital could be benefitted by a connection with . .. any Public Body other than the Grand Jury of the County by whose presentiments they derive a considerable portion of their annual income"; second, "the establishment . . . of Clinical Lectures in the Hospital under the auspices of the Joint Boards of the Institution and under a Professor of their appointment who would in no degree be responsible to the Committee of the Hospital nor consequently to the Grand Jury does not appear to be an eligible scheme"; and third, Drummond's suggestion to set aside a number of patients for teaching would mean transferring the very few non-fever patients to the "charge of a Physician or Surgeon appointed by a different body who is to be entitled ex officio to exercise his function in the Hospital for life [hospital staff appointments were annual] be he who he might"36. Instead they proposed a paid clinical lecturer to be appointed from the hospital s:aff and Drummond's anatomy students should be encouraged to enrol. They supported a joint medical school; indeed they hoped that "this Hospital will become speedily and powerfully subsidiary to these purposes . . . in as much as it holds out these facilities and inducements for the study of Physic and Surgery . . . without which any other attempts at this kind of education must be for ever abortive", and they considered the present initiative timely because the Inst grant was to be restored, pre-clinical lectures were already established, "disposition . . . for a domestic education was growing", and "the different Universities have already sanctioned the growth of minor schools in several other towns by permitting tickets of attendance at Hospitals containing 80 beds or upwards . . . to entitle students to 112 obtain Degrees or Diplomas"38. But they were not going to surrender their autonomy and at the same meeting (4 March) the hospital committee referred back to the staff the question of establishing clinical lectures "by the medical attendants themselves." At the next annual general meeting (8 May) resolution 5 enjoined the hospital committee "to give every encouragement for the delivery of lectures [by a staff member] on select cases in the Medical and Surgical departments, and to facilita e the attendance of pupils at these lectures and on the general practice of this Hospital"39: this, not the surrender of facilities to college professors not of their choosing, they considered their proper initial contribuUion to the joint enterprise. The way was now open and on 3 June the 65-year-old James McDonnell, an attending physician, gave the first clinical lecture at the hospital on the subject "Systematic Medicine"40 followed during the summer by lectures from Dr This Hanna committee met a deputation from the "faculty" (Drummond, McKibbin and McCormac) later in the month. The "faculty" had by now furiher shifted their position: they would resign their present soi-disant and upaid "professorships" and allow them to be filled by Inst on three conditions: (i) that the "faculty" decide the extent of the curriculum ("number of classes"); (ii) that the professors be elected from medical practitioners residing in Belfast; and (iii) that the chairs be permanently tenured58. The Hanna committee accepted (i)-Drummond after all was their own professor of anatomy and physiology, and would represent college interests; suggested an initial seven, and subsequent five year period of tenure under (iii); and with regards to (ii) after much heartsearching accepted that first aprointments would be "natives of Belfast-[even if] not at present residing there, or to persons who have been practising for the past 6 months in this town or its neighbourhood": to import medical competitors would be "an act of unkindness if not injustice"58. From the 18 returns from the canvas of the Belfast doctors of 8 November, the committee also recommended the establishment of a clinical lecturer and eight professorships-chemistry; materia medica; practice of medicine; theory of medicine; midwifery; surgery; medical botany; and medical jurisprudence.
The report was received by the joint boards on 28 December and forwarded to the "faculty of the Belfast School of medicine and surgery", the hospital, and the Belfast medical fraternity59. The reply from the "faculty", signed by Henry McCormac, was swift and angry: the report they said ignored the need to start classes in 1831; widened unacceptably the eligibility to chairs to include expatriate Belfast doctors and those practising in the "neighbourhood" of Belfast; and by denying permanent tenure it discriminated against proposed medical staff and ignored the need for continuity in building up a school. They refused to resign their unpaid soi-disant professorships thus blocking all plans for joint progress60. The joint boards were alarmed and sought compromise. They agreed to establish the eight chairs as soon as possible; boosted the "clinical lecturer" to a "system of clinical lecturers"; agreed to permanent tenure; but rejected any limitation of eligibility to professorships. These decisions, however, were enough to persuade the "faculty" of the goodwill of Inst and they reciprocated by dropping their demand for limited eligibility to tLhe chairs-"they would waive what they consider their right"-and agreed that the "faculty" would dissolve itself if Inst would at once proceed with planning a curriculum and with the professorial appoin:ments to commence classes on 1 November 183161. This assurance was forthcoming62 -though in the event action on the posts was delayed until 1835 through lack of funds-and on 1 February 1831 the "faculty" was dissolved63. This cleared the way for joint development with the principles of both hospital and college more or less in:act.
This "hospital faculty" had lasted just over 3 months. It had served a purpose: it had shown hospital stafi solidarity and enthusiasm, had provided a body independent of the hospital charity with which Inst could negotiate, and had had the good sense to disappear when its immediate attainable objectives had been reached. Only restricted eligibility to chairs eluded it: to compromise on this Inst would have had to compromise itself though the resolutions for open elections were never unanimous in the joint boards and the issue did not die until finally voted down at a special meeting of the court of proprietors (the governing body), procured by the medical lobby on 3 and 17 March64.
The hospital could do no more: Inst had given assurances and these now had to be honoured. Inst now tried to meet its obligations in three ways: it turned to government and the public for money for new buildings; it asked its own members to draw up a "plan" for a medical school; and it arranged to fill what chairs it could in the meantime extending science-based instruction.
Buildings
A committee of the joint boards under James McDonnell in his capacity as an Inst "visitor", was established on 12 April 1831 to collect public subscriptions: it never conducted business and was replaced by a three-man committee of different members on 7 June65. By 6 March 1832, £405 had been collected and considered adequate to commission plans and estimates66 despite government refusal of immediate help67. This building fund, however, was for general extension, not just medical buildings-increasing numbers were overflowing school and college classes68-and when in 1833 government finally agreed £1,00069 (later £2,000 for the 1834-5 financial year70) on a pound for pound basis with Inst two projects were in hand: the first was the new north wing which would be used for college classes and a board room on the ground floor; the second was the medical building (mainly the anatomy rooms) which concerns us here.
The annual meeting of proprietors on 3 July 1832 resolved that there should be "immediate erection" of new buildings; their lack was holding back medical school developments68. The plans of the later superseded architect (John Miller of York Street)-which became the north wing-though "containing all the accommodation which the present state of the Institution requires"71 were not appropriate for the special needs of medical teaching, especially anatomy, and after delaying until the first £1,000 was collected72-the 1832-3 cholera epidemic impeded fund collecting-Inst asked Drummond for his proposals for medical 116 accommodation and Drummond wrote to the joint boards proposing buildings in the "south west corner of the grounds" facing college square south73. This, and an alternative plan by Miller for a building behind the proposed north wing, were considered on 14 September 1833, Miller's plans were preferred, and Lord Donegall was approached for land "to rear of [main] building"74. Action however was further delayed: the promised government grant was not paid for another seven months75 though in the meantime Drummond pressed for urgency, a second storey to the original plan was agreed, and Miller instructed accordingly76. There were now further delays due mainly to problems in piling the soft sub-soil in the main north wing contract77: it was now over three years since Inst had reached accommodation with the "faculty of the Belfast school of medicine and surgery"62 and the board of visitors, sensitive to their obligations, now pressed the joint boards who in August 1834 set up a committee (four managers and three visitors including McDonnell, S. S. Thomson and Forcade who were also hospital staff members) to "enquire into the extent of the accommodation that will be required for the Anatomical and Chemical classes . . . and to produce estimates of the expense . . . Miller's plans and the proposed second storey to be reconsidered.
The committee reported three months later (25 November 1834) recommending plans for a single-storey building behind the north wing and a tender at £500 from Michael Gavecan (or McGavican)78, an unsuccessful bidder for the north wing contract79. A project sub-committee was formed (Rev. J. S. Porter, Surgeon Schrott, Dr Intensive search has failed to uncover the architect's plans for the medical school.
(lecture theatre, dissecting room, museum, and associated privy) started at once, being half a storey high on 20 January 1835, the wall built and plaster laid by 3 March, the roof slated by 7 April, the ceiling plastered by 21 April, and the whole completed by 16 September except for certain extra internal works finished by December, all to a cost of £78080 though insured for only £40081.
On 1 December Drummond, now dean of the new medical faculty (see below), argued for enclosing the medical school from the rest of the buildings (anatomy was a loathsome business), for windows in the roof protected by wire-mesh, and for gas and water82. The enclosure* was agreed83 and completed in April 1836 with "a Bo anic Garden", all to a cost of £245.5.0; doors, windows and other fittings were in place by January and July to a cost of £26.1.5; water and gas were laid during the summer to a cost of £11.19.2 and £8.11.2 respectively, and ventilation installed at £1.10.0; the inner (walled) yard was paved in November to a cost of £4.1.10; and the year finished with the purchase of a stove, cases for the museum, and sundry items (omitting equipment) to a cost of £58.14.11 with £15.0.6 for unspecified repairs4. This building was in use from 9 November 1835 until 1863-the last 14 years by Queen's College students for dissecting rooms since their anatomy rooms were not completed-and with some later additions as science classrooms until 1953. They were now used as stores and for theatrical worshops (Fig. 2) . The whole project from the first meeting of the subscription committee to installation of heating took over five and a half years. Teaching The joint boards had first considered the building project on 12 April 183165; during that summer they turned their attention also to teaching and curriculum planning-the second of their "assurances" to the "faculty". First, however, they decided to advertise for a professor of chemistry "to be a physician", his tenure to be temporary, and his salary "to arise solely from the fees of the students" until medical chairs could be funded85: with Drummond he would form the pre-clinical school to start classes in November 1831 as agreed. Henry McCormac, physician to the fever hospital and secre ary to the recently dissolved "faculty" and who had been its nominee for their chemistry "chair"54, was an applicant86 with William Mateer, later (in 1833) to be a dispensary physician at the fever hospital and (in 1836) professor of botany at Inst. Nothing however had been done about agreeing "a sys:em of medical instruction" or "plan", so election was delayed until a "plan" was approved87, and then deferred indefinitely-in the event for four year-despite further enquiries from McCormac88 and from a Dr. Hugo Reid of Edinburgh89. In the meantime with scrupulous impartiality first McCormac and then Mateer were appointed to give daily popular chemistry lectures in the common hall90.
But the main thrust was to develop a complete "plan": election, duties and terms for professors; curriculum affairs; examinations; rules for students; the general medical certificate etc. On 4 Oc:ober 1831 a committee under R. J. Tennant (an Inst visitor) was appointed to "draw up a constitution for the proposed Medical School"87: this was presented on 6 December, was at once published, with interspersed blank leaves, and sent "to the most eminent Medical Men in the United Kingdom [for] their opinions on the subject", and a five-man committee again under R. J. Tennant but now including McDonnell was formed to collate the replies91.
This "plan" ran to 10 octavo pages and 55 numbered paragraphs92. It cannot be discussed in detail here and anyhow was superseded by a revised "plan" in 1835 which in turn had to be amended before implementation (see page 121). Briefly, twelve chairs on five-year initial tenure were to be established, three (anatomy, physiology, and surgery-the first two held as a combined chair by Drummond) in 1832 and the rest at "the proper periods" in 1833, with an interval of at least 14 days between each election, as the hospital "faculty" had recommended, to allow multiple applications necessary with small potential numbers and contemporary flexible specialism. Clinical lecturers would be selected by the new faculty of medicine, not the joint boards-a minor sop to the hospital staff for losing their patronage of the chairs. A "general medical certificate" was to be established on a four-year course including general hospital attendance for the last three winter sessions each of 6 month (1 November-31 May) and 20 supervised midwifery cases; and, since no recurrent funds were available or even promised, emoluments were to be the fees of the students-one guinea (medical jurisprudence; comparative anatomy and natural history) to three guineas (anatomy; physiology; surgery; practice of physic) per session. A "Belfast Medical School" was to be formed consisting of the medical professors, holders of the general medical certificate ("licenciates") of two years standing, and "other medical men residing in the province of Ulster who may be elected members", and to include honorary members both medical and lay. It would elect a president, two vice-presidents, and nine examiners (for the certificate), would meet quarterly and would generally also "watch over the interests of medical education in the Belfast College, suggest improvements to the Faculty and Joint Boards, and foster and encourage the growth of medical science in general, but more especially in the province of Ulster". It presaged a university-style convocation though it was to have wider powers in examining since it elected examiners directly.
The first replies to this "plan" from the "eminent medical men" are recorded on 7 February 1832 including one from Robert Graves, and the next on 3 April from Dr. Alcock of Dublin93. The total number replying is not recorded. On 3 July 1832 the joint boards abandoned any idea to commence formal classes in November, in fact for some time to come: building had not yet started (see page 116) and they were still "awaiting full comments" on the medical school plan94. Instead they encouraged and accommodated ad hoc classes: by Little in medicine for the (winter) sessions 1832-3, 1833-4, 1834-595; by Drummond in botany for 1833 and 183496; by Moore and Coffey in surgery97, and by J. D. Marshall in materia medica and pharmacy98, both for 1834-5; all in addition to the chemistry classes by Mateer and McCormac already noted9o. No request was turned down though Drummond had to assure the joint boards that his advertised course in "natural theology" did not involve controversial dogma but was really "animal economy . . . along the lines of the first 19 chapters of Paley's Natural Theology"99. These classes, given in the common hall between 8.00 and 11.00 a.m. and 4.00 and 7.00 p.m.97 were an expedient until building monies were available: little is known of them or who attended, but during this three-year period up to 15 students were enrolled annually for anatomy100 and almost certainly more attended the hospital28. Certainly the lecturers, paid exclusively (except for the salaried Drummond) by the students, continued perhaps not entirely without pecuniary incentive.
Professorships
Inst was confident as early as August 1833101 that the long-delayed government building grant would be paid for 1834-5, as indeed it was. No anticipatory action was taken; but from October 1834 the tempo noticably quickens: the ad hoc lectures are extended to include surgery and materia medica97 98, and Drummond's anatomy course (to start on 11 November 1834) is advertised "as being the commencement of a regular Medical School . . . ' [with] suitable buildings which are now in considerable progress", and placed in papers in Belfast, Newry and Derry'02. On 5 May 1835 the lord lieutenant was optimistically (and unsuccessfully) petitioned for a Royal Charter-as had been awarded to University College, London-to enable Inst to award degrees103; and on 2 June the joint boards decided to advertise the first five chairs to start courses in November, the closing dates to be: materia medica and pharmacy, 6 July; theory and practice of medicine, 20 July; midwifery, 3 August; surgery, 17 August; and chemistry, 31 August. Also, "hospital attendance and clinical instruction at the Dispensary and Fever Hospital [would be part of] the system and additional classes to be established when deemed expedient"-evidence of the "jointness" of the enterprise104. Surprisingly, in view of the principle of "open eligibility" which had led to so much rancour with the hospital staff in 1830-31, and against the proviso of the 1831 "plan" (para 6) the advertisements were to be placed seemingly only in the Belfast newspapers; not even in the Derry and Newry papers, let alone those in the rest of Ireland or Britain104. Belfast practitioners might be favoured after all! The joint boards now moved swiftly to fill the chairs, though not without initial problems. Drummond, already professor of anatomy and medical physiology for life, was appointed professor of botany for 5 years on 30th June105, an appointment soon to be challenged (see page 123). On 14 July the three applicants for the chair of materia medica and pharmacy (George Hill Adam MD from Portglenone; James Drummond Marshall MD of Belfast; Surgeon Hurst of Belfast) were considered. Hurst's application set a problem: would the licensing bodies in Dublin, Edinburgh and London recognise classes given by professors who did not hold the MD106? The election was deferred; letters were written and replies sent to a seven-man sub-committee (including McDonnell and S. S. Thomson) which was also to review the 1831 "plan" and "report on . . . any other additional arrangements which they may deem necessary"107. Two weeks later an amended "plan" was approved by the joint boards (Fig. 3) ; it was essentially similar to the 1831 "plan" though now with a separate chair of the theory of physic, the option of the joint boards and faculty to hear each candidate lecture, and other changes mostly minor108. The committee also agreed that persons holding the MD "or in course of procuring it" would be preferred for the professorships because "an MD of 4 years standing is preferred [for teaching classes] by the Royal Colleges", but 1hose without it "would not be excluded . . . because [the present system] will be greatly modified if not altogether superseded in the approaching legislative reform of our medical system"109-a reference to the select committee on medical education which was printed on 13 August 1834110 though the first of the resultant 17 bills before the Medical Act of 1858 was not published until 1841111.
On 1 September 1835 the joint boards agreed a revised timetable to fill the chairs over the next 6 weeks112 starting with the chairs of the theory of physic, the practice of physic, and surgery. There was one applicant for the theory of physic chair (George Hill Adam MD of Portglenone113 who had previously applied for the deferred chair of materia medica and pharmacy), none for the practice of physic, and both were deferred for a year when Adams again applied for the former (but the election was postponed on the recommendation of the faculty of medicine114), there were again no applicants for the latter115, and finally the chairs were combined and ultimately not filled until 21 Para 15 of the 1835 "plan"-"As soon as three Medical Professors are elected they shall constitute a separate faculty"-was now fulfilled and the first medical faculty in a collegiate institute in Ulster came into being. It held its first meeting on 8 October with the five professors as members: Drummond was elected "president" (or dean), Marshall honorary secretary, and Little honorary treasurer all for one year, and on the same day transacted its first real business-deciding that anatomy and midwifery lectures would start on 9 November 1835 and "other courses" on 1 May 1836 because the "laboratory and other rooms . . .
were not yet completed"123. The unique enterprise had begun (Figs. 4 and 5 ). Professors' salacries, library, and specimens Professors in the faculty of arts were paid £150 p.a.; Drummond similarly. The medical professors were appointed without salary since no government grant had been negotiated: initial emoluments were to be the fees of the students "which he is to receive entirely to himself"108, a modest enough amount considering the maximum was three guineas per single six-month course per year and (in 1836-7) class enrolments of only seven (in natural history-Marshall's "second" chair) to was added to the grant for 1837-8133 being "less than the boards requested L£00] and far less than they think the services and talents of the Professors justify"'28 and certainly was not "upon such a scale as they [joint boards] will consider at once liberal and judicious" as specified in the 1835 "plan" (para. 11). These salaries were paid until the medical school closed in 1849.
The school also required a museum, a library, and a supply of specimens especially cadavers. A museum was one of the three rooms in the medical building and Drummond, who had been early appointed "curator of the zoological and botanical departments of the LInst] museum"134, moved some specimens across. During 1836 cases and a stove had been supplied (page 118) but we know nothing of the extent of the museum though the equipment grant of £50 to McDonnell and successors was for surgical "plates and preparations". In their appeal for recognition to the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, Inst described the museum as containing "a fair proportion of good specimens"-though this may be overstated, but certainly students could use "the extensive museum of the natural his.ory society"135. Nor was there endowment for a library: circulars were sent to "friends of Inst", and advertisements placed, asking for books or donations136, and some acknowledgements are recorded137, but the faculty's requests to the joint boards for a library grant was unsuccessful138, and all that was done was to place medical books in separate cases in the main library136. On appointment each professor was to pay two guineas to the "medical library and museum fund" and the faculty were specially charged with care of the "medical library and museum"108; but funds were always scarce. In January 1841 Drummond did introduce a plan for an improved "Institution Medical Library" requiring an annual charge of ten shillings on faculty members and subvention from general funds, and pressed for a building extension or additional storey to house it, but it was largely overtaken by events139.
Supply of cadavers was more successful. The joint boards asked the fever hospital for unclaimed bodies-now allowable for dissection under the Anatomy Act of 1832-and the hospital committee agreed "after stormy debate". They soon had second thoughts. This decision was rescinded at their next meeting: no reason was given but the provisions of the act was causing heart-searching in charity circles and Drummond had to appeal to Sir John Murray, "Inspector [for Ireland] of the Schools of Anatomy" under the act, and thanks "to his promptitude in supplying subjects for dissection", through an order to the "Lunatic Asylum" as well as a limited supply from Dublin, the anatomy class was "in a most flourishing state" and there was no further difficulty140.
THE SEARCH FOR CLINICAL FACILITIES: THE ROYAL INSTITUTION (OR COLLEGE) HOSPITAL
The main problem facing the new faculty was procuring clinical teaching for its students and this raised at once the relationship with the Fever Hospital. All the licensing bodies required hospital attendance and instruction, usually in hospitals of at least 80 or 100 beds: this was vital to the development of the medical school; no "general medical certificate" could be issued without it. 126 The early attempts at partnership had left important questions unanswered: how could professors appointed by Inst an on de jure 5-year, but de facto indefinite tenure, be appointed ex-officio to the staff of the Fever Hospital who were yearly appointments, who had to practise two years in Belfast before being eligible for election141, and when the charity drew its funds from grand jury presentiments and private subscription; how could the medical staff of the hospital expect to occupy chairs at Inst ex officio without sacrificing the Inst principle of unrestricted eligibility (see page 115). (Fig. 6) . To the joint boards the property seemed heaven-sent: convenient alike for place and size, above all timely-the first session of the medical school was about to start-and seemingly assured of patients since the fever hospital was overstretched to cater for the rapidly growing population of Belfast147. They applied at once to the lord lieutenant for a grant148 and opened negotiations through McDonnell (in his capacity as an Inst visitor) with the board of ordnance finally agreeing a price of £1,750 of which government agreed to meet half (£875) in 1836 provided a similar amount was raised by Inst149. The inevitable subscription sub-comittee was formed (James Tennant; Joseph Stevenson, the Inst secretary; Charles Thomson; with William Simms added later) and the joint boards anticipated its success by planning for a gate in the north wall of Inst fronting College Square North, thus halving the distance150. Three months later the first moiety of £875 was paid from an advance by the Belfast Bank (to avoid delay), and conveyancing arranged: the second moiety would be paid from the promised government grant151 though this was not made, despite urgent appeals, until less than a month before the winter session started, and Inst did not obtain possession until 19 October152.
Both the faculty and the fever hospital watched events closely. John Clarke, member of the hospital committee and sometime honorary treasurer, met the joint boards on 21 September "making enquiries with respect to the Old Barrack"153: he reported back favourably and the hospital committee then "expressed a desire to form a junction" with the proposed hospital which they considered would be "highly valuable"154. Thereafter the hospital kept a watching brief. Not so the faculty: they and the joint boards moved swiftly. Within days of receipt by Inst of the government moiety (on 10 October) members inspected the Old Barracks. The south wing and half of the main building could be refurbished, repairing the walls and windows would be inexpensive, and "several rooms" could be made "immediately available for the reception of patients"155. Within the week they returned with an architect (Thomas Jackson)156: his report was forwarded two days later to the joint boards who at once formed a subcommittee to supervise repairs157. Within a further week the sub-committee reported: "Two wings and entire centre should be at once put into repair and fitted for the uses of the hospital . . . no attempt should be made to repair the roof of the front building [the former officers' quarters] or the roof of the building at the opposite corner of the yard [the former guard house] . . . [the whole] should cost not more than £200"158. Tenders to include also the gateway and lodge in the north wall "of sufficient size to admit carts . . . with materials [cadavers]", were invited within 14 days and from the three received that of Campbell and Ross (at £148.7.0 plus £81.0.0 for the gate work) was accepted159. Inst could hustle when the need arose! The repairs were completed by the middle of March 1837. While funds were being sought for equipment, furniture and bedding, faculty decided on an immediate medical presence: they asked the joint boards to open a dispensary in the ground floor of the former officers' quarters146 at which "some" of the professors would work one hour daily as "a preliminary step to the establishment of a hospital", and at the same time scrupulously reciprocated the good offices of the fever hospital: "As these gentlemen [Little; Coffey; Mateer] are at present in connection with the Belfast Fever Hospital and Dispensary, and are entitled to prescribe for the poor in any part of the town, they do not consider they will be departing from their privileges by ordering medicine for the poor of the town in one of the rooms of the New Hospital . . . their . . . attendance . . . will draw . . . public attention . . . in this second Hospital"160. We know nothing of the work at the dispensary, or if it worked at all; but ironically the very factor that had impeded public fund-raising-"fever"-opened the hospital by another means.
Fever (mainly typhus), "almost unprecedented in severity", started in Belfast in March 1837. Admissions to the fever hospital quickly reached 80 per week, then 95 by June, and did not fall below 40 until January 1838161. The hospital was swamped: emergency outlets were urgently sought and the Old Barracks considered. The Reverend A. C. McCartney, a member of the hospial committee put the case to the joint boards on 18 May supported by a letter from Marshall, secretary of the faculty162. The boards agreed-someone else would now pay to equip their hospital-and that same day faculty elected Andrews and Marshall medical attendants while Mateer would look after his own convalescent patients transferred from the fever hospital163: the only running expense Inst would meet would be a porter-Samuel Deals (until 21 November 1837) whose widow carried on at 2/6d per week through 1838 and 1839164. The fever hospital committee now swiftly completed minor repairs, equipped the building as a 100-bed emergency fever hospital with "well-aired wards" at a cost of £451.11.0 obtained from the reconstituted Board of Health, supplied a "house-steward, nurses, and other servants" the firs--named for seven months at some 18/-per week, and on 2 June-just 14 days after the first approach to the boards-tide first patients were admitted161. Four days later the hospital was formally christened "The Royal Institution Hospital"165: this title was seldom used and it remained the "Old Barracks"-briefly "The College Hospital"-until the end of its days.
Within a fortnight 162 patients had been admitted; but after June fever declined and the hospital closed on 1 Novemberl61. Inst now sought to capitalise on the emergency: while the faculty restarted its dispensary activities with the suggestion-not taken-of backing it by moving Little's "lying-in charity"166, the joint boards sought to keep the furniture and equipment in the hospital on trust "in the same manner as the furniture of the Cholera Hospital was transferred to the Belfast Fever Hospital"167-a reference to the isolation hospital for cholera built in the former lock-ward house at the back of the fever hospital in 1830. The Board of Health had no power to authorise this, only the government168: and they seemingly refused though the furniture remained for some time169. The nurses, however, did not remain, nor was there money for medicine, light, heat, laundry, food and other expenses, and the hospital stayed closed to be let as it could. There were flickers of hope. The Chapel Lane Dispensary, short of funds, wished to move to the Old Barracks at cheaper rent and to augment the Inst dispensary, but the joint boards though allowing free rent drove such a hard bargain-patients to be available for teaching; a faculty member to be a medical attendant; all appointments to be approved by the joint boards-that it fell through170. More promising was the 1839 change in the grand jury presentiments: hitherto these had been used by the fever hospital for its general wants including non-fever cases in strict contravention of the 1807 Act22, but from the spring assizes of 1839 these funds were to be exclusively for fever patients, other cases would be a charge on charitable monies171. Faculty saw a chance to breathe life into their hospital: with the main financial prop removed the fever hospital may not be able to support its non-fever cases; the college hospital might successfully enter the market172. They advised the joint boards accordingly but to no avail173: the bank loan to purchase the Old Barracks
had not yet been paid off174; even the yearly ground rent of £11 was a drag; opening the hospital was impossible.
The enterprise of a college-controlled teaching hospital was dead; the opening of the Union infirmary (in 1841) and plans for the Queen's College buried it: only one further mention is made in the faculty minutes after 12 March 1839-an unsuccessful effort in March 1841 to force the joint boards to seek funds to open the hospital because "There is much reason to believe that several of last year's pupils have declined returning this session owing to this serious and acknowledged want [no teaching beds]; it is more than probable that some students of this session may be influenced by similar motives"169. Lettings were made on a market basis; a room to Henry Goodwin as a gymnasium175, the main building to the Board of Health during the typhus epidemic of 1840 (8 months at £2 per week)171; to the military as a base during O'Connell's visit in January 1841; unsuccessfully as a business store in 1842; to Boomer and Campbell, flax and tow spinners by which time it had been vandalised with a total of 177 panes of glass broken in the front, and all broken in the back, and an insurance value against fire of only £1,000; for unspecified purposes in 1845-6 grossing £35; and to the Board of Health and Poor Law Guardians more or less continuously during 1847 to 1849. After further lettings a long-term lease was given to Messrs. Grant at £120 p.a. in 1894. The site is now occupied by a christian brothers school176.
So ended in stillbirth a unique conception, an accredited 100-bed teaching hospital owned and run by an academic "preparatory" college. The lesson was to be learned by the Queen's College and University-that the co-operation of the general and specialist hospitals is necessary to develop a full medical teaching programme-and they pursued this aim: there were to be no more College Hospitals. The statutes, however, of the Queen's College were restrictive: professors were crown appointments; only professors could be members of faculty; clinical lecturers and other part-time lecturers had no formal college standing; hospital staffs had no part in the machinery of professorial appointments or in expressing a formal opinion on college policy. The general hospital staff considered this unhelpful to the special position of medicine177, as indeed it was: only with the Queen's University (1908) would clinical lecturers become members of faculty; and only in 1950 would there be a joint board of curators (university/health service) for clinical appointments. Not that restriction is a college preserve: Inst had no formal say in the appointment of clinical teachers; the professors continue to teach in hospital as they have done since 1835, only by virtue of any hospital post they hold; and the hospital continued for some time to attract students by virtue of fulfilling licensing body requirements not because of college policy. For many years the problems faced by Inst were avoided and cohesion ensured by informal means: three of the first four Queen's College medical professors were members of the general or lying-in hospital staffs and the fourth (John Creery Ferguson) became attending physician at the former within four years; and until the appointment of Harold Rodgers in 1947-98 years later-all the clinical professors and up to 1973 all the clinical lecturers and examiners, have been members of the Belfast hospital staffs. The Belfast Medical Society undoubtedly had a catalystic effect as a forum for the compact Belfast medical fraternity but although the proposed medical school was debated and encouraged by the Society after 1832 I am unable to accurately estimate its influence*. This led to parochialism no doubt and at a time of great medical developments; but it was a lesser evil and for good or bad Queen's clinical school and its traditions are largely an in-bred creation. Such is not unique though it is extreme in Belfast: most British universities have had similar problems and even Lister, on appointment in 1860 to the chair of systematic surgery in Glasgow, had to wait for 15 months for a vacancy on the Glasgow Royal Infirmary staff and then apply for it in competition178. STUDENTS AND STAFF Despite the fiasco of the college hospital the first few years of the medical school were expansionist and productive: the faculty minute book exudes enthusiasm and confidence; the joint boards were sympathetic and helpful; 26 Belfast doctors-half the to:al in the town179-including 17 past or present staff members of the fever hospital or dispensary, expressed unqualified support in a letter of 12 December 1836180; and in 1841 faculty could endorse a report by Coffey stating ". . . its success has equalled, if not exceeded, the most sanguine expectations of its warmest friends"169. The number of subject enrolments nearly doubled between 1836 and 1837 (to 154) and the school turned out some 600 students in its 14 years, enrolments being highest in anatomy and surgery. We know nothing about these students: their background; where they took their license; where they worked; where they went-a subject for future research. They were well taught-the enthusiasm of the college and hospital staffs ensured thatand on a wide spectrum of cases (Table) : the one great deficiency was non-integration of much of the theoretical and practical teaching due to the fever hospital impasse-"the one most essential defect, namely the want of reference to Medical and Surgical cases, in consequence of which several of the Professors are deprived of the opportunities of illustrating their lectures, as they could wish, by directing the students' attention to actual disease-thereby making a suitable impression by combining theory with practice . . ."169.
The professors were at best distinguished, at worst competent: and in Andrews Inst had one of the outstanding chemists of his day, elected FRS in 1849, honorary doctorate of four universities, president of the British Association, and ofiered a knighthood which he declinedl81. There were some early changes of staff. John McDonnell never gave a lecture; he resigned after three months to take a post at the Richmond hospital in Dublin182 and was replaced by Thomas Ferrar; he never turned up, being concerned at a "defective element in the constitution of the School"-the then non-recognition by the University of London and the failure of the college hospital to which he had offered his services gratuitously-and instead went to Sligo and was dismissed on 22 November 1836183 and in turn was replaced by Robert Coffey, consulting surgeon at the fever hospital since 1826. Coffey had waited some time: he had been defeated by McDonnell in September 1835 and, after two postponements because of unsympathetic anonymous letters "from a warm friend of Inst"1'84, also by Ferrar (10 votes to 9) in July 1836185, but unanimously elected in January 1837 as the only candidate despite opposition from the general synod-which was ignored once again186. Drummond resigned his second chair in botany in August 1836187 and was replaced in October by William Mateer, attending physician at the fever hospital since 1834 and the only candidate, who polled 11 of 16 possible votes188. Henry McCormac was appointed to the combined chair of the theory and practice of physic in November 1837116; thus by the second session proper the three clinical professors, as well as Mateer (Botany) and from 1838 Andrews (Chemistry) were hospital staff members*. Only Drummond had an assistant-James Saunders MD, demonstrator in anatomy. Appointed for the winter sessions of 1835-6 and 1836-7 he was popular with the students who presented him with a case of lancets "for his great merit" before finally resigning in Augus' 1837189. These then were the professors who took three lectures (Little) four lectures (McCormac, Coffey, Marshall, Andrews) or six lectures and additional demonstrations (Drummond) weekly through the six-month winter session (November -April) with regular classes in botany (Mateer) at 8.00 a.m., practical chemistry (Andrews) at 7.00 a.m. and practical midwifery (Little), as well as ad hoc classes in materia medica and surgery, during May, June and July, all augmented by clinical teaching and lectures at the fever hospital: truly a comprehensive contemporary curriculum190 (Figs. 7 and 8 DECLINE AND ECLIPSE, 1839-1849 The medical problems of Inst, despite the college hospital affair, were not unsurmountable given a well-endowed school, good sense, and a more pragmatic approach to the fever hospital with reciprocation. But in fact the will and the means were not tested: the college base was collapsing. Chronically underfinanced* Inst was now buffeted by the schismatic storms in the presbyterian church between "subscriptionists" and "Arians". This schism split collegiate Inst; the faculty of arts ceased to meet after January 1841; no general certificates were awarded; and the continuation of the college was in jeopardy. Furthermore, the workhouse infirmary-opened in 1841 with 6 is evident from the faculty minute book, despite continued buoyancy of numbers194: minutes become perfunctory and sometimes missing; fines (1/-) are introduced in 1840 to improve declining attendance195; only one meeting is recorded for each of the last two sessions (1847-8; 1848-9), and no minutes for the latter are written196. The medical building fell into disrepair despite, or because of, increased student enrolments: in September 1843 a sub-committee of the joint boards found all the windows broken in the lecture theatre, the plaster fallen down, the railings and benches "torn down", and the outside encompassing wall unrepaired since it was part "blown down in a gale". The lecturers complained of crowding: Drummond and Coffey shared the theatre on rotation and Coffey asked for a partitioning of the museum, half for himself, but was refused197. Gone is the exuberance of the 1830s; in its place is mere routine as the bailiffs approach. The only innovation was a yearly course in the winter session in "medical jurisprudence and police" by Charles Hurst MD on a service basis in the common hall-required by some licensing bodies-started in 1840198. Government's final decision to build new accommodation to open in 1849 on higher ground-the Inst building, like much of the centre of Belfast, was insecure and had sunk in places by nearly one foot and was moreover considered to be unhealthy199-set the date for the funeral. The arch-"subscriptionist" Henry Cooke-"The Black Man"-stands imperious with his back to the gates of the college which he did so much to destroy.
In The main lesson is a simple one: medical education is a continuum from preclinical classroom to specialist registration, responsibility divided by full regisration between university and professional bodies. Universities require clinical facilities and hospital teachers for their students; in the post-full registration period, training under professional bodies (royal colleges; joint training committees) requires university facilities and teachers for their training programmes. Joint collaborative bodies with necessary powers are logically required: the problem is that the claims of the university on hospitals is necessarily far greater than the claims of hospitals or professional bodies on the university. The university is seen as expansionist at the expense of hospital autonomy, and any joint body merely a convenient vehicle to extend this influence. The preregistration year and the Merrison proposals for graduate clinical training, both university controlled, merely evidence further erosion of the hospital position before statutory university advance. Hospital staff expect and wish to train specialis-s and require training grade officers for the effective care of patients, but they exercise control through the royal colleges, their faculties, and joint training committees; with undergraduates, however, they are the junior partner with the university, don't need the students for patient care, and service teaching by university staff for specialist training programmes, and expertise from professorial units, are insufficient to be a recompense. Furthermore, hospital and university have different traditions and functions and cherish their autonomy and a right to preserve standards in their own way. In the face of these, how can the most effective collaborative bodies be created: indeed how can they be created at all?
Universities need hospitals more than hospitals need them; and they must show this by their actions. They must initiate changes and give more on compromise. Inst did neither: they dragged their feet to the "faculty of the Belfast medical and surgery school" (through lack of funds); they refused to compromise on appointments (through adherence to principle); they excluded non-professors from faculty membership (through adherence to uniformity); their Belfast Medical School-from which examiners were elected-considered all nonuniversity doctors as equals; the fever hospital staff were not even more equal than others. They preserved their principles but were trapped by their own logic: independence is indivisible and the ill-fated college hospital was the result. Ironically, adequate funding, as eagerly sought, would not have helped-the college hospital would have been kept longer as a drain on resources; ironically also Inst considered a jointly-funded chair in botany-the first "joint-appointment"-with the Botanic and Horticultural Society201 but seemingly did not investigate a similar possible arrangement with medical bodies or charities. Inst gave the hospital nothing: not restricted eligibility to chairs; not examiners nor curriculum planners ex officio; not permanent tenure of posts; not faculty membership; only ad hoc teaching accommodation mainly before 1835, and this partly in their own interests. Hospitals must also compromise, though not as much as universities: they must recognise that universities, even more than hospitals which directly serve the public, cherish autonomy to preserve academic standards and freedom. The fever hospital withheld the one thing they had to give-staff membership ex officio for Inst professors which they were unable to deliver even had they wished. 137 Today many, though not all, the lessons have been learnt. Universities have compromised mainly through necessity (a university-run hospital is impossible with 95 per cent of the enhanced "centre of excellence" costs being for service, i.e., non-academic purposes): at Queen's, clinical lecturers and examiners, and established part-time lecturers are selected from teaching hospital staff and are members of faculty since 1908; since 1950 appointments to academic clinical consultant posts are by a joint board of curators with five health service and eight university members; since 1972 such posts are tenured; also since 1972 faculty membership has been widely extended, even at the expense of 1st MB teachers, so that now 43 per cent of the 220 members are non-academic; the system of honorary posts for distinguished hospital consultants has also been extended with (1974-75) five honorary professors, four honorary readers, and fourteen honorary lecturers; since 1971 curriculum planning groups have teaching hospital consultant membership-and also students. The hospital too has compromised: the present dean is ex officio a member of one teaching hospital committee and one district executive committee and also a member of many committees at Area and Central level; the former clinical fee, now rolled-up with the academic fee, is administered by the university rather than the hospital staff; and most fundamental of all, since 1948 beds have been provided in the Royal Victoria, Mater Infirmorum, and City Hospi'als, for members of clinical professorial units with associated hospital staff membership. University compromise has been greater than that of the hospital which is as it should be: hospital staff should recognise and acknowledge this fact.
Yet there are strains ahead. Changes in the structure of society, the profession and its organisation, and administration of health service facilities, have deprived hospital consultants of some power and patronage at the very time that the same changes have increased the authority of the university in the postgraduate field and may do so further. This is not cause and effect: much of the former authority has gone to statutory health service bodies not to the university. Losers, however, more quickly identify the winners than the reasons for their loss: it would be a pity if harmony was destroyed for reasons not of hospital or university making. More compromise may be demanded from both: if so it should be made. The real lesson of college and hospital over the last 150 years is that the cohesion and common educational objectives of the profession transcended the sectional interests of the institutions and a modus operandi emerged, which has proved flexible and resilient, without seriously violating principle. Its price has been compromise, goodwill, and good sense: its enemy confrontation, 
